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Note: The illustrations of the function panel in this operation manual are for explanation purposes, and they may differ

by each specification of the machine.

■ For LWT810, Qt of LGPL license is used.
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0.3.1 Explanation of Top Menu

0.3.1 Explanation of Top Menu
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Explanation of panel external switches

Displays the FACT server screen for the FACT specification (optional).

Refer to the instruction manual of FACT for details.

Refer to the instruction manual of FACT for details.

Reset the display and return to the Operator screen that appears upon

turning on the main power.

Display the tool bar that is normally hidden on the screen and has

external access with a browser.

Display the full keyboard.

0.3.1 Explanation of Top Menu
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0.3.2 Explanation of basic operations

[1] Window operation

Each sub screen window is opened by touching the top menu on the main screen.

The SW linking to the sub screen is basically an icon shown in the left.

By touching the display area below, the related detailed screen appears.

0.3.2 Explanation of basic operations
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The layout of the sub window is shown below.

Name of window

(function)

Mode configuration

(yellow light indicates the current mode)

Window close switch

This indicates two pages are available in this mode.

The availability of the second page is indicated on

the first page.

These up and down switches are not shown in the

mode that has only one page.

When pressing the SW in the sub-window on the left to display

The new window, the original screen appears when this window is

closed.

The dark gray switch shown on the left indicates the mode that is not compatible and

no relevant window is available.

0.3.2 Explanation of basic operations
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[2] Scrolling

On the LWT810 panels, you can scroll the internal data in the graphs or the lists by flicking upward/downward or

leftward/rightward.

This position of the scroll bar indicates the top-most

data is currently displayed.

The lower data appears by flicking the data from bottom

to top.

The upper data appears by flicking the data from top to

bottom.

This position of the scroll bar indicates the bottom-

most data is currently displayed.

Press around the scroll bar to display the up and down

arrow icons.

When it is difficult to flick due to water drops or dirt on

the panel display surface, you can conduct the same

operation by keeping the arrow icons pressed to move the

screen.

The arrow icons disappear after about three seconds if

you do not conduct any operation because the screen

display may not be seen clearly with the up and down

arrows.

In the case of a screen that allows right and left scrolling,

right and left arrow icons are displayed when you press

around the scroll bar to allow you to conduct the similar

operation.
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[3] Setting and keyboard

The item names are specified in the white text box as

above.

Setting values are shown in the blue input box as above.

Status values are shown in the yellow text box as above.

Enter the password and unlock the Key

to change the setting values.

After the key is unlocked, the OK icon

that activates the setting appears on the

bottom right of the window.

Touch the blue input box.

The keyboard appears on the bottom right of the window.

The top three lines of the keyboard show the attributes of

the setting value of the location-nameinput range.

The value in red on the right of the keyboard indicates the

changed value and the value in blue indicates the current

value (valid value of the control).

When no value is entered, identical numbers are

displayed, however, when you move the cursor (blue

frame) to the location of the entry, you can reconfirm the

current value.Update the numerical value on the

keyboard and press Enter.

0.3.2 Explanation of basic operations
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The entered value now appears on the screen, the text box

turns red, and the cursor (blue frame) moves to the next

text box.

Just press the Enter key in the next box to enter the same

numeric value as the previous entry.

When you would like to apply the same numerical value

to multiple colors, press Enter consecutively.

The red entry box indicates the tempo-

rary change status on the panel so it is

not reflected in the control yet.

After pressing the OK icon, the entry is

reflected in the control and the text box

turns blue.

0.3.2 Explanation of basic operations
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0.3.3 Explanation of the Operator Screen

① Message view

Displays the causes of the current stop such as waste selvage break stop or weft error stop as well as the message

prompting reverse rotation, etc.

When there is a weft error, the background of the relevant color that is suffering the weft

error turns red.
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② Weft insertion related manual operation SW display area

The weft insertion related operation SWs are shown based on the number of colors that are available on the

machine.

SW for weft release-close.

SW to one-wind release.

SW for base winding.

Not displayed in BLD measurement.

SW to jet water from the nozzle

Soak SW to jet a small amount of water from the nozzle.

The inside of the nozzle can be soaked with water if you stop up its end with a finger.

Opening and closing SW of the gripper.

③ Manual operation SW display area

Operation SWs for special types and optional specifications are shown.

SW to turn off all the indication lamps.

It is used for machines not used for production (being repaired or adjusted).

SW to disable the tail-end sensor for the specification with the tail-end sensor.

If is used to replace the cheese and automatically enabled after two minutes.

Displays the current position of a pattern on the machine.

The pick is not displayed for the dobby specification, because there is no pick

setting for continuous weft insertion for the same step.

④ Current status of the weaving machine

The three important items concerning the current status of the machine are displayed.

From the left, the number of rotations, angle of the machine, and tension.
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⑤ Display of the operation time and downtime

This example indicates 2 minutes 18 seconds have passed since the machine stopped if the machine is currently

stopped.

The continuous operation time up to the stop is 37 minutes 45 seconds.

This example indicates 37 minutes 45 seconds have passed since the machine started operating if the machine is

currently in operation.

The downtime up to the start is 2 minutes 18 seconds.

The following list of the operation - downtime history appears when this display area is pressed.

This screen shows a list of the operation time and downtime (cause) as below.

The above example indicates the history of the following case:

The machine stopped due to weft error (color 2) at 13:38:41on August 11th.

The machine stopped for 3 minutes 49 seconds, and then operation started again.

After 48 minutes 25 seconds, the machine stopped due to waste selvage break (after) at 14:30:53 on August

11th.

The machine stopped for 7 minutes 34 seconds, and then operation started again.
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⑥ Display of shift operation

This indicates the efficiency of the current shift and the downtime due to warp stop, weft stop, and other causes.

In this pie graph, the white portion represents the percentage of the operation time in relation to the downtime

due to warp stop, weft stop, and other causes.

The detailed screen below of the current shift appears when this displayed area is pressed.

⑦ Display of 24-hour operation

This represents the efficiency and the down time due to warp stop, weft stop, and other causes during 24 hours up

to the present time.

The detailed screen of the operation during 24 hours appears when this displayed area is pressed.
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⑧ Display of cloth length and doffing forecast

The upper row shows the current cloth length / doffing length (setting).

The lower row shows the estimated time that is required until doffing (date and time of doffing).

The screen showing doffing + setting as well as the doffing history appears when this displayed area is pressed.

1. Doffing + setting screen

Style name: The style name that is set on the ICS screen (Map-Weaving Assist) is displayed.

Cloth name: Enter the cloth name on the full keyboard as instructed in the following procedure.

a．Touch the input box to display the full keyboard.

b．Enter the name.

c．Touch the F4 key or another input box to hide the keyboard.

Unit: Select the unit of the cloth length.

The following selection keyboard appears when the input box is touched.

Touch the unit that is designated to be changed and then press

Enter.

The input box turns red as above.

Press [OK] to finalize the entered value (blue

box).
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Lot production length: Enter the total production length of the current style.

The message “Lot length stop” is displayed and the machine stops when the

production has reached the length set.

Enter 0 if not necessary.

Current lot length: Displays the accumulated length per lot.

The screen to clear the length pops up

when the input box is pressed.

The lot length can also be cleared by

selecting the lot completion as described

below.

Production completion forecast:

Displays the estimated date and time when the production reached the lot

production length.

Doffing length: Enter the doffing length of the cloth.

The message “Doffing stop” is displayed and the machine stops when the

production reached the length that is set.

However, the machine does not stop only to show the warning of “Doffing

signal” when the action at doffing is set as the signal.

Current cloth length: Displays the accumulated length of the cloth.

The accumulated number of picks of the cloth is displayed under the current

cloth length when a unit other than pick is selected.

The screen to clear the length appears when the input box is pressed.

It is also possible to clear it by selecting the doffing as described below.

Doffing forecast: Displays the estimated date and time when the production reached the doffing

length.

Correction: When the applied unit is either a meter or a yard and the actual woven cloth

length and the cloth length are different, enter the correction value.

Set the crimp percentage of the cloth in the crimp percentage on the Map-

Takeup configuration screen.

The actual density of the cloth changes when the crimp percentage is specified

because the cloth is woven based on the density with the crimp considered.

Set the correction value when adjusting the cloth length to the actual length of

the woven cloth without changing the cloth density.

When 100 m is indicated as the cloth length and the actual length of the woven

cloth is 95 mm, enter 5 %, calculated by the formula (1-95/100)*100.

When 100 m is indicated as the cloth length and the actual length of the woven

cloth is 105 mm, enter -5 %, calculated by the formula (-105/100)*100.

Doffing: Set the action of the machine when the the production reaches the doffing

length.

When setting the action as stop, the machine stops and displays the message

“Doffing stop”.

The machine cannot run until the cloth length becomes longer than the doffing

length.

When setting the action as signal, the machine does not stop, but only displays

the “Doffing signal” caution.
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Product end warning: Set a machine action to be executed when the lot production length is reached.

When you do not manage the lot length, set to Unused.

When you set the action as machine stop, the message “Lot length stop” is

displayed and the machine stops.

When you set the action as signal, the machine does not stop, but only displays

a warning.

Doffing selection: Be sure to go through the following doffing selection when doffing the cloth.

Press the Yes SW below and then press after it turns red.

The current cloth length is automatically cleared, and recorded in the doffing

log.

Lot completion selection: Be sure to select the following lot completion when terminating the production

of the current style.

Press the Yes SW below and then press after it turns red.

The current lot length is automatically cleared, and recorded in the doffing log.

The following SWs appear on the top right of the screen for the towel

specification.

When you press the 1p SW, the SW will light as shown at left,

and the machine will stop after weaving a fabric.

When you press any of the 2p to 4p SWs, the machine will

stop after weaving two to four fabrics as in the case of the 1p

SW.

2. Doffing history screen

The doffing history screen shows a list of data such as style name, cloth name, doffing date and time,

required time (time required for production), doffing length, lot length, efficiency, number of warp stops,

and number of weft stops.
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⑨ Beam length and warp out forecast

The upper row shows the current beam length / prepared beam length (setting).

The lower row represents the estimated time that is required until warp out (date and time when weaving is

complete).

The screen for warp out operation + setting as well as the warp out history appears after this displayed area is

pressed.

1. Warp-out operation + setting screen

Style name: The style name that is set on the ICS screen (Map-Weaving Assist) is displayed.

Beam name: Enter the beam name on the full keyboard as instructed in the following procedure.

a．Touch the input box to display the full keyboard.

b．Enter the name.

c．Touch the F4 key or another input box to hide the keyboard.

Beam diameter (full): Enter the beam winding diameter when preparing the beam.

Beam diameter (remaining):

The current beam diameter (calculated by the control) is displayed.

Applied to the warp tension control.

A difference between this remaining beam diameter and the actual beam diameter is

not an issue that may occur when applying a elastic warp, etc.

There is no need to enter this except in the case of error.

Beam length (full): Enter the beam length when preparing the beam.

Beam length (remaining):

The current beam remaining length (calculated by the control) is displayed.

Applied when estimating the warp out.

There is no need to enter this except the case when modifying the estimation.

Unit: Selects the unit of the beam length (meter or yard).

Warp out selection: Ensure to select the following beam change when replacing or preparing the beam

after setting the beam diameter (full) and the beam length (full) (only when the

setting and preparation are not the same).

Press the Yes SW below and then press after it turns red.
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The beam diameter and the beam length are initialized (the value of the remaining

automatically changes to that of full) and the details are recorded in the warp out

history.

2. Warp out history screen

The warp out history screen shows a list of data such as style name, beam name, warp-out date and time,

required time (time required for consumption), beam length (prepared beam length), lot length, efficiency,

and number of warp stops.

⑩ Weaving preparation icons

This is to display the screen for operations required during weaving preparation.

1. Warp correction screen

① Display of the current status of let-off and take-up

The current tension of the let-off and the status (tension is being restored, or the roller is in operation,

etc.) are displayed.
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② SWs for let-off and take-up operation

SW to rotate let-off forward so that the

tension is weakened.

These are the SWs that

operate constantly by contin-

uously pressing, enabling

high-speed rotation after

three seconds following the

first three seconds of low-

speed rotation.

SW to rotate let-off reverse so that the

tension is strengthened.

SW to rotate the let-off and take-up in

reverse and synchronously so that the

woven cloth is wound up in the direction of

the beam.

SW to rotate let-off and take-up forward

and synchronously so that the woven cloth

is wound up in the direction of the cloth.

SW to rotate take-up forward so that the

tension is strengthened.

SW to rotate take-up reverse so that the

tension is weakened.

SW to restore the tension by adjusting to

the one that was originally set. ⇒
Press the SW to show confir-

mation screen and press Yes

to start operation.
Move let-off and take-up backward by one

pick toward the beam.

Move let-off and take-up forward by one

pick toward the cloth.

③ Setting of weaving preparation

Weaving preparation mode:

Set this to ON to adjust the tension applied in weaving preparation.

When 50% is set, the tension is always adjusted to 50% of the

benchmark tension.

Inching weft insertion: When this is set to ON, the weft is inserted by forward rotation inching.

Tension setting: The benchmark tension can be changed only when a password is

released.
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2．Manual Operation Window

Manual operation SWs of electric actuators are displayed.

You can turn them ON or OFF by touching the icons.

They are operable only when the machine is stopped.

Rotary Valve:This is a valve to switch nozzles for water

jet from the pump and displayed only for a

2-color machine.

When the water jet valve is turned ON with

the icon on the window on the left, water is

jetted from the nozzle of color 1.

When the icon of the rotary valve is

touched, a right arrow appears to switch to

water jet from the nozzle of color 2.

Blower:When the icon of the dehydration blower is

touched, the blower is turned ON/OFF.

When Blower OFF Timer on the right of the icon,

it is lit and the blower is turned OFF automati-

cally after the time set below.

Warming-up:When the icon of warming-up is touched,

the actuator for weft insertion is activated at

the same timing as the current number of

rotations. In the case of a 2-color machine,

the color is switched to another color after

2-pick operation.

The machine stops automatically after weft

insertion operation is conducted for the

number of times set with Warm Up OFF

Timer.

Running Demo:The actuator for weft insertion is

activated according to the set pattern

with the set number of rotations.

This is used to investigate abnormalities,

etc. that cannot be checked in warming-

up.
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For the dobby specification, the manual operation

window for dobby is displayed.

In basic operation, press the Low switch to turn it on as

shown in the window on the left and conduct inching.

Then the frame is moved to the lowest point.

In standard operation, change the frame position by using

the High, Low, and Plain 1/1 SWs on top.

For other detailed operation, refer to Subsection [5] "

Dobby Manual Operation" of Section 4.3.5 "

Detailed Explanation of Dobby Shedding

Motion".

For the specification with the automatic tail handler, the

manual operation window for the automatic tail handler is

displayed.。

Suction Switching Valve:

When this is turned ON, the yarn end is sucked to the

filter box through the duct.

Feed roller: release:

When this is turned ON, the feed roller is lifted and

the weft of the roller is released.

Heat cutter:

When this is turned ON, the heat cutter is heated to cut

the weft.

Note that the heat cutter may become hot after it is

turned ON-OFF repeatedly.

For details of adjustment and settings of the automatic tail

handler, refer to Section 5.4 "Tail-end (Knot)

Removal Device (Optional)".
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3. Pass mode screen

This screen disables the sensors during weaving preparation and enables operation.

The icon that has a green circle at its top right indicates the currently active status.

The icon that has a black circle at its top right indicates the currently inactive status.

(The reason is that the relevant devise is not equipped or not in use.)

(The icon that has a black circle at the top right, except stroboscope, cannot be operated in this window.)

The shaded icon is passed (undetectable) on this screen.

When the icon that is currently in operation is pressed, the status changes to .

When the icon that is currently passed (shaded) is pressed, the status changes to .

This status indicates that the change is still pending and has not been transmitted to the control.

Press to finalize the change. Each icon changes to respectively.

Icon for the warp (optional)

dropper disabling stop due to warp

break.

Icon for the waste selvage detector

disabling stop due to waste selvage

break.

Icon for the leno selvage detector

disabling stop due to leno selvage

break.

Icon for the balloon sensor of the

balloon sensor (for the EDP specifi-

cation) drum disabling sensor entry

when it is passed.

Icon for the weft feeler disabling

stop due to weft error.

Icon for the tail-end sensor of the

tail-end sensor (optional) cheese

disabling detection of yarn end.

Supply sensor (for the alignment

specification)

Icon for the supply (alignment)

sensor disabling stop due to short-

age of supply.

Weft break sensor (optional)

Icon for the weft break sensor

disabling stop due to weft break.
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Window cover sensor (for the GB

and CE specifications)

Disabling "Start disabled" when

the window cover is open.

Icon for the stroboscope that is

enabled when the stroboscope is in

use in order to output a signal to the

stroboscope.

When "auto back to original" is set to "use"

The icons (except the shaded one or stroboscope) that were passed become enabled after the designated

number of minutes that was set have passed.

4. Demonstration stop screen

The screen for conducting the demonstration stops while adjusting the stopping stage or the sensor, or

confirming the TAPO operation.

a. Weft error stop demonstration

Select a color, and press your desired item that you want to stop the machine by. Then, the pressed item

turns red as shown in the example screen. When is pressed, the machine stops at the selected color

due to failure.

b. Pattern stop demonstration

The selected item is executed using the pick of the step and repeat that are set.

(Demonstration stop is performed in the same way as happens when the manual stop SW is pressed.)
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⑪ Error cause selection icon

This icon displays the following window where the cause of weft failure can be selected.

1. Cause selection screen

The selection items are automatically changed based on the type of error stop such as weft error, weft break,

or supply failure.

When the item that is relevant as the cause is touched, it turns yellow as above.

The selection of the cause is finalized when is pressed and the relevant item turns blue.

Note that the selection can be changed even in the blue state until the operation starts.

Only one item can be selected, which is counted by the monitor at the start of operation.

When the applicable cause of the error is not found among the items, select either one on the page of all

causes selection.

The numerical value next to the cause represents the monitor count.

Indication of the numerical value monitored on Map-

Adjust assist that means measuring started from the date

and time shown on the left.

Indication of the numerical value on the shift monitor

means that the measuring started from the date and time

shown on the left.

The display switches between the adjustment monitor and the shift monitor when the above area is touched.

The adjustment monitor is displayed basically, and does not count until it is set to start.

When the Adjust assist icon is pressed, the monitor screen for adjustment assist appears

so that it is possible to confirm the status of measuring using the monitor.
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2. Setting screen

The part in blue above indicates the location that is currently selected.

Automatic view of cause selection:

Setting of whether or not the cause selection is automatically displayed without

the icon being pressed.

Not applicable: Not automatically displayed

At stop: Display the selection automatically in the front window at weft error stop.

At start: Display the selection automatically in the front window only when no selection is

made before the machine starts.

No selection of the cause:

Setting for whether or not the operation is disabled when the operation SW is

pressed without the cause being selected.

Start enabled: Operation is enabled without selection.

Start disabled: Operation is disabled without selection.

Start disabled (only when the adjustment monitor is in use):

Operation is disabled during monitoring of adjust assist.
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⑫ Call-up icon

This icon displays the screen for announcing warp out or doffing, or a demand for human support

due to a flow or disorder.

When the SW icon or the name is touched and selected, the elapsed time starts updated.

When the selected icon or the name is touched again, it becomes unshaded and unselected.

The current elapsed time is cleared and returns to 0.

The total elapsed time is counted cumulatively until being cleared manually.

The names and colors can be set for the three SWs of User Declare as an initial name shown on the right in setting

of the indication light on the Map.
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⑬ Icon for screens by operator

This icon displays the setting, selection, and aggregation screens on the monitor to manage data

by operator.

1. Setting screen

The following shows the setting screen of the screens by operator where you set operator names and date

changing time.

Name entry: Enter operator names.

Touching any of the white boxes at right displays a full keyboard.

Enter operator names. The keys "'/:*?＜＞|& appearing at the bottom cannot be

used for an operator name.

The keyboard disappears by pressing the F4 key.

Date chanting time: You can change the time to change the date.

When the date changing time is set to 8:00, operation up to 8:00 on

December 12th is recorded on the monitor for December 11th.
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2. Selection screen

The following shows the screen where you can change a current operator and check the change histories.

① A current operator name and the Change SW are displayed.

Pressing the Change SW displays the following screen.

The current operator name is in the blue frame marked with an arrow.

When you touch an operator name to be changed, the arrow and the blue frame will move to the

touched operator name.

Pressing OK completes the changing operation.
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When screens by operator is used (when the message Not selected does not appear next to the icon for

a current operator)

The operator icons on the operator screen change to the color of the current operator.

② Each operator’s change history and operation time are displayed.

The above example indicates that the operator registered as bbbb worked on the machine for 4 hours 3

minutes from 8:01 to 12:02 on December 8th.

③ The simple monitor aggregation for the day of the current operator is displayed.

The detailed monitor values can be displayed on the monitor aggregation screen shown in 3. below.
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3. Monitor aggregation screen

The following shows the screen to display the monitor aggregation values for the past week.

Select any days for which you want to aggregate the values.

Every time an operator name is pressed, all the days of the week appearing next to the pressed operator

name will be selected and unselected alternately.

When you press the Weekly SW, all the days of the week appearing next to all operator names will be

selected.

Pressing the Clear SW unselects all selected days.

When you press the operator name (aaaa) shown on the above screen, all the days of the week will be

selected.

Pressing displays the weekly monitor record of the operator (aaaa).

Pressing the Select SW returns to the selection screen.
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0.3.4 Explanation of Map Screen

[1] Outline

For the details on (1) to (3) described below, refer to the description shown below.

As for (4) and (5), the details are described respectively in a separate chapter.

(1) Weaving Assist display area

This area is used to input cloth conditions (yarn type and texture) and to assist making the most optimum setting and

machine adjustment for a specific cloth.
Inputting of cloth conditions, transfer of the most optimum control setting, setting of each unit

Display of a list of all settings, machine adjustment assist per cloth condition

(2) Message (Warning) display area

A message indicating that an error or a warning is occurring, thus requiring adjustment or action, is displayed.
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(3) Special function display area

This area is used to assist monitoring and adjusting the quality.

Monitoring monitor, weft error rate monitor, sub-pressure adjustment assist, flow rate history, air leak detection, stop mark

adjustment assist

Monitoring of the efficiency and the stop rate, monitoring of the weft flight conditions, maintenance notification

History of messages such as errors and warnings

Change of the language and machine specification (number of colors, etc.), history of the total number of picks inserted

and run time, display of the version of software

Standard calculator, loom-specific calculating function relating to CF, yarn count, etc.

(4) Adjustment area relating to weft insertion and optional devices

This area is used for making settings relating to weft insertion and optional devices, displaying the status, and manual

operation. Each color of the circles at the top right of the icons indicates the current status as shown below:

Green: currently active status, black: currently inactive status, red: error occurring status

(Optional)

Setting, manual operation, and status display

relating to the automatic tail handler at the time

of BLD measurement

Refer to Section 5.4.3 "Function Panel" of

Section 5.4 "Tail-end (Knot) Removal Device".

Setting and status display relating to ATC-P at

the time of EDP measurement

Refer to Subsection 5.9.3 [2] "[ATC-P]

Function" of Section 5.9 "Automatic Pick

Timing Control ATC".

Setting and status display relating to the

supply sensor for the alignment specification

at the time of EDP measurement

Setting and status display relating to the

electromagnetic pin

Refer to Section 5.1.7 "Setting of Weft Inserting

Conditions on Function Panel" of Section 5.1 "

Weft Inserting Motion".

Setting and status display relating to the

balloon sensor at the time of EDP measure-

ment

Refer to Section 5.1.7 "Setting of Weft

Inserting Conditions on Function Panel" of

Section 5.1 "Weft Inserting Motion".

Setting relating to the drum at the time of EDP

measurement

Refer to Section 5.1.7 "Setting of Weft Inserting

Conditions on Function Panel" of Section 5.1 "

Weft Inserting Motion".

Setting relating to the drum at the time of

BLD measurement

Refer to Section 5.1.7 "Setting of Weft

Inserting Conditions on Function Panel" of

Section 5.1 "Weft Inserting Motion".

(Optional)

Setting and manual operation relating to ABS

for the ABS specification

Refer to Section 5.1.7 "Setting of Weft Inserting

Conditions on Function Panel" of Section 5.1 "

Weft Inserting Motion".

(Optional)

Setting relating to the weft break sensor for

the weft break detection specification

Refer to Section 7.2.3 "Panel Setting" of

Section 7.2 "Weft Break Detector".
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Collective setting of operation and 1st pick

relating to weft insertion (pin, ABS, gripper,

rotary valve)

Refer to Section 5.1.7 "Setting of Weft Inserting

Conditions on Function Panel".

Setting and manual operation relating to the

gripper device

Refer to Section 5.1. 7 "Setting of Weft

Inserting Conditions on Function Panel" of

Section 5.1 "Weft Inserting Motion".

(Optional)

Setting and status display relating to ATC at the

time of EDP measurement

Refer to Subsection 5.6 "Automatic Pick

Timing Control ATC".

Jet setting for the water supply valve at the

time of start and water soaking

Refer to Section 5.1. 7 "Setting of Weft

Inserting Conditions on Function Panel" of

Section 5.1 "Weft Inserting Motion".

Setting and manual operation relating to the

rotary valve for color switching at the time of

EDP measurement

The operating angle of the rotary valve is set,

however, change is not required normally.

Setting and manual operation relating to the

dehydration blower device

Set the delay time to turn OFF the hydration

blower at the time of stop.

This is an icon to display the status of the

window cover and is not used for setting.

For the GB and CE specifications, the icon

shown below the first one is displayed when the

cover is opened, and it is not impossible to start.

Setting and status display relating to the feeler

device

Refer to Section 7.1.3 "Adjustment" of

Section 7.1 "IR Feeler".

Setting relating to the stroboscope

The reference angle to the stroboscope is set,

however, change is not required normally.

The reference angle to the stroboscope is set,

however, change is not required normally.

For details, refer to Subsection [2.4] [Special

Function－Indication Lamp Setting] de-

scribed below.

Setting relating to clogging detection of the CC

spindle device

Refer to Section 5.1.7 "Setting of Weft Inserting

Conditions on Function Panel" of Section 5.1 "

Weft Inserting Motion".
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(5) Adjustment area relating to warp and optional devices

Setting, manual operation, and status display

relating to leveling for the dobby specification

Refer to Section 4.3.5 "Detailed Explanation of

Dobby Shedding Motion" of Section 4.3 "

Dobby/Cam Shedding Motion".

Setting relating to weaving patterns

Refer to Section 5.1. 7 "Setting of Weft

Inserting Conditions on Function Panel" of

Section 5.1 "Weft Inserting Motion".

Setting of start and stop, and rotation status

display relating to the drive motor

Refer to Section 2.2.1 "Stop Mark Related

Screens" of Section 2.2 "Stop Mark

Preventions".

(Optional)

For settings of SCI (independent inverter), refer

to Section 1.1.7 "Integrated Full-time SC

Inverter and SC Inverter (Optional)" of Section

1.1 "Drive Mechanism".

Setting relating to stop mark adjustment

Refer to Section 2.2.1 "Stop Mark Related

Screens" of Section 2.2 "Stop Mark

Preventions".

Setting and manual operation relating to the let-

off device

Refer to Section 2.1.1 "Electronic-control Let-

off Motion" of Section 2.1 "Single-beam Let-

off Motion ".

Setting and manual operation relating to the

take-up device

Refer to Subsection 2.1.1 [1.7] "Setting

Crimp Percentage" of Section 2.1 "Single

Beam".

(Optional)

Setting and status display relating to the warp-

stop dropper

The setting of sensitivity adjustment for the

warp-stop dropper specification is displayed.

(Optional)

Setting relating to the separate take-up device

The setting relating to the take-up speed for

the separate take-up specification is displayed.

(Optional)

Setting and manual operation relating to the

constant tension take-up device

Refer to Section 3.4 "Stepping Motor Type

Tension Control Unit (ITC)".

(Optional)

Setting and manual operation relating to

electric bulk lubrication

The setting of lubrication period in electric

bulk lubrication specification is displayed.
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[2] Details

[2.1] [Weaving Assist - ICS]

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

(1) Cloth standard setting screen

First, input the representative style names of the

cloth in the upper and lower rows on the left.

When you touch there, the following six

representative style names are displayed.

Select a style name for weaving, press

Initialization and then OK.

Figure 2 is an example in which air bag is woven.

After OK is pressed, the yarn type, etc. for the

representative style name is automatically

changed as shown on Figure 3.

The representative style name is an important

setting to decide the recommended value for the

weaving condition table.

To weave cloth other than the six representative

styles, select the blank SW at the lower right on

Figure 2.

Set the following conditions after setting the

representative style name.

① Enter the cloth standard on the left side of the

upper row: style name, yarn types of warp

and weft, and density.

Pressing your desired blank box displays a

full keyboard where you can type.

Input is not mandatory because the setting is

not applied to the control.

② Enter the drawing-in width, weaving pattern,

and number of rotations.

In the case of electronic dobby, when a

pattern is set for the weaving pattern, the

weaving pattern is automatically calculated

from the pattern set in the pattern screen.

③ Enter the yarn type, fineness (count), and

filament count of the warp and weft to

change the values if they are different from

the settings of the representative style.

④ Enter the warp density, number of warp

yarns, weft density, and beam diameter.

The number of warp yarns is used for

calculation of the tension value.
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For the beam diameter, enter the winding

diameter of the prepared beam.

⑤ Enter the water jet starting angle and the

reaching angle of yarn to CC to change the

values if they are different from the settings

of the representative style.

⑥ Select Used/Unused for ABS and alignment.

⑦ In the case of negative easing, select L-

shape take-up route or S-shape take-up route

according to how to pass the warp yarn into

the tension roller.

*Password release is not required for entering and

setting values on the cloth standard screen.

Password release is required for transfer de-

scribed below. The control values are not

changed unless transfer is performed.

(2) Frame screen

Input frame use conditions.

The recommended setting relating to used frames

and machine adjustment for a specific pattern is

calculated based on the input values on this

screen, and is reflected in the control on the

transfer screen described below.

For details on the setting, refer to Subsection [1.2]

in Section 5.1.5 "Setting the Function Panel

relating to the Weft Inserting Motion".

The following are the notes for the frame screen.

1．Frame lift percentage: The percentage in the

blue box represents the frame lift percentage

of the texture set on the cloth standard screen.

The percentage in the yellow box represents

the frame lift percentage calculated based on

the pattern. The frame lift percentage is

displayed in the yellow box for electric dobby

only.

The selvage texture is not included in the

frame lift percentage. The frame lift percent-

age in the blue box is applied o the control.

2．Frame position (rear): Set this only when

moving the 1st frame backward.

The moved amount is reflected in the

calculation of the shedding amount or the

lever positions.

3．The frames that are set to "Unused" or "None"

in the used frame area are transferred as "
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Unused" to the pattern when you select

Shedding on the transfer screen described

below.

4. For the dobby specification, the frame lift

percentage and change rate for each frame are

displayed based on the pattern set in the pattern.

The change rate is the operation rate of the

frame: 1/1 for 1.00 (100 %) and 2/2 for 0.50

(50 %).

The reference value is based on how to pass the

frame.

(3) Unit setting screen

Set the units used for control on this screen.

Note that control is switched when the settings are

changed.

Pressure：Select Mpa or Kgf.

Tension：Select Kgf or N.

Density：Select /inch or /cm.

Note that the cloth density is changed

when the unit of the weft density is

changed.

Filament：Select dtex or den.

Stop rate：For the calculation unit of the stop rate

displayed on the monitor, select

between the following units.

- /hour ⇒ Number of times of stop per

hour

-/100, 000 picks ⇒ Number of times of

stop per 100, 000 picks
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(4) Transfer screen to weaving condition table

This screen is used to reflect the

recommended value in the weaving

condition table based on the cloth

conditions set on the cloth standard

screen described in (1) and frame

screen described in (2).

When OK is pressed, the weaving

condition table screen is displayed

automatically and the recommended

values are displayed in the orange

boxes.

The values are reflected on control

after the recommended values are

checked and adjusted and settings are

made on the weaving condition table

screen. Even if OK is pressed on this

screen, the values are not reflected on

control.

As default, all the items (Machine,

Shedding, Weft Insertion) are selected

and displayed in the orange boxes.

However, if you want to set them to be

unselected, press the boxes. Then they

turn gray to show that they are not

selected.

When OK is pressed, the screen goes

to the weaving condition table screen

of the selected item and the recom-

mended value is displayed.

[2.2] [Weaving Assist - Adjustment Values]

The weaving condition table screen is a screen of a list

of all the adjustment values to weave cloth.

Decide the most optimum values referring to the

recommended values in the cloth standard set in ICS.

If the set optimum values are registered in a USB or

PC, they can be reproduced in the same cloth.

The weaving condition table registered in the PC is

reflected on printable weaving data sheet in A4 paper.

For registration and reading on the PC, refer to

Operation Manual of FACT for LW, etc.
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Figure 1

Figure 2

(1) Standard screen

This is a screen for setting the cloth standard such

as drawing-in width, pattern, number of rotations,

yarn type, and density.

Reflect the yarn type and display the recom-

mended values based on the conditions set on the

ICS screen in the following procedure.。

Press the switch at the upper right.

The setting and recommended values are dis-

played in the orange boxes as shown on Figure 2.

Change the values if necessary.

For example, if the tension value recommended for

calculation is changed, only the box color of the

tension value is changed.

When you press OK in this state, items other than

Tension are set to the ICS recommended values

and only the tension is set to the changed value.

When you press the switch of the current value at

the upper right, the red line moves to the current

value and the value in the orange box indicates the

current machine set value.

By pressing the current value and the ICS value

alternately, you can compare the machine set value

and the recommended value.

When you press the item with the red line, the

comparison mode is exited to display the current

machine set value and the orange color disappears.
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The value in a green box as shown above cannot be

changed because that is just a value for calculation

display and not a set value.

When you press after changing the

reed yarn count, the recalculated air space is

displayed.

This applies also to the density factor. When you

press the Calc switch after changing the count etc.,

the recalculated density factor is displayed.

The operation above is common to all the pages

(Mecha, Shed, Weft Control) of the Adjustment

List screen.

Reflection to the control values when [OK]

is pressed on the standard screen

The rpm and the tension are reflected to control.

The density on the Model screen is regarded as the

same model value as on the ICS screen, which is

not reflected to control.

Explanation of calculation values

The relationship between the density factor and

weaving is as follows.

Less than 0.4：Weaving is not possible

0.4 to 1.0：Weaving is possible

1.0 to 1.25：Weaving is possible with a high

density specification

More than 1.25：Weaving is difficult

However, the density factor is calculated with

the standard yarn density, etc., so final judgment

of weaving possibility should be made based on

trial weaving.

(2) Machine adjustment screen

This is a machine adjustment screen for easing,

temple, nozzle, pump, etc.

The operation method is as the same as in the case

of the Model screen.

For the machine adjustment values, set values

adjusted or changed according to the indicated

values.

Reflection to the control values when [OK]

is pressed on the machine adjustment

screen

[Weft Density], [Takeup Shrinkage Rate],

[Counter Adjust], and [Letoff Route] are

reflected to control.
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Explanation of calculation values

[Spring Rate] of [Easing]

Use this value as a reference to set the number

of turns when the spring type is changed.

When it is changed from φ8 to φ9, the

appropriate number of turns with φ 9 can be

found out based on the spring rate with φ8.

・The purpose of adjustment of the spring

type and number of turns is to make the

tension roller rotate forward at the same

speed as the warp yarn.

Select a spring by referring to the graph of

[Adaptable range of easing spring] of

Section 2.1.2 "Negative Easing Motion."

Observe the following when selecting a spring.

・When the tension roller overruns, increase

the number of turns or decrease the spring

diameter.

・When the tension roller rotates reversely,

decrease the number of turns or increase

the spring diameter.

[Needle Discharge Rate] of [Nozzle]

Normally, the needle is fully held down

without a shim.

If a shim is added, the nozzle section increases

and the amount of jet water increases.

If the swing of the weft yarn tip becomes larger

at the right end when the weft yarn is changed,

it is stabilized if a shim is added.

If a shim of 1.0 mm or more is used, the needle

tip position and the body position become out

of the normal use range and weft insertion

becomes unstable.

[Nozzle Section]

The larger the nozzle section is, the greater the

traction force of the weft yarn becomes.

If fluff is expected to be formed on the warp

yarn due to the jet water, a nozzle with a small

section may be used.

For selection examples of the nozzle, refer to

Section 5.1.8 "Pump and Nozzle Selection

Examples".

[Tension], [Press], and [Press Gradient] of [Pump

Spring]
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These values are calculated from the max

tension, K size, pump size, and the pump cam

size.

They indicate the strength of the jet and are

used as reference values for adjustment.

For selection examples of the pump, refer to

Section 5.1.8 "Pump and Nozzle Selection

Examples".

For adjustment of the nozzle and the pump, refer

to Section 5.1 "Weft Inserting Motion".

For adjustment of easing and let-off, refer to

Section 2.1 "Single-beam Let-off Motion".

For adjustment of take-up, refer to Section 3.2 "

Take-up Motion".

For adjustment of the temple, refer to Section 3.

5 "Temple".。

For adjustment of the feeler, refer to Section 7.1 "

IR Feeler".

For adjustment of the cutter, refer to Subsection 6.

1.3. [2] "Left-to-right Adjustment of LH Selvage

Cutter" of Section 6.1 "Beating Motion".

【Negative tappet cam shedding】

【Dobby shedding】

(3) Shedding adjustment screen

This is an adjustment screen for shedding and

heald.

The items vary depending on shedding.

Only for negative tappet cam shedding, the spring

number and the cam type (filament cam, span

cam) are selected.

In addition, the setting of height of all the frames

is displayed for negative tappet cam shedding

because the frame height is adjusted with lower

shedding.

For shedding other than negative tappet cam

shedding, only one setting of frame height is

applied because it is adjusted with the frame

height of the midpoint.

Reflection to the control value when [OK]

is pressed on the shedding adjustment

screen

For dobby shedding, when [Used Frame] is

changed, the values are reflected to the pattern

setting screen.
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【Crank shedding】

Explanation of calculation values

Change any of [Shedding Angle], [Connector

Position], [Shedding Lever], and [Shedding

Amount] and press the [Calc] switch. The

values of other items are changed to the values

calculated with the changed value.

If you change the shedding angle to 26° and

press the [Calc] switch, the shedding lever and

shedding amount with 26° are displayed.。

For adjustment of negative tappet cam shedding,

refer to Section 4.1 "Negative Tappet Cam

Shedding Motion".

For adjustment of crank shedding, refer to Section

4.2 "Crank Shedding Motion".

For adjustment of dobby shedding, refer to

Section 4.3 "Dobby/Cam Shedding Motion".

【EDP measurement】

(4) Weft insertion adjustment screen

This is an adjustment screen relating to weft

insertion, including the pin, gripper, ABS, etc.

The columns on the left show the adjustment

values and calculation values, while the strobo-

scope check items on the right require input of

actual values checked by the stroboscope.

For the stroboscope check items, the indicated

values (reference values checked by the strobo-

scope in the same cloth) of the ICS are displayed,

however, input the actual values checked by the

stroboscope under the current conditions.
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【BLD measurement】

Reflection to the control values when [OK]

is pressed on the weft insertion adjust-

ment screen

All the operation amount and timing setting

relating to the weft insertion motion are

reflected to control.

Note that patterns (for EDP measurement) are

also reflected.

"1" "1"：Mixing (1/1) is reflected.

"1" " "：The single of Color1 is reflected.

" " "1"：The single of Color2 is reflected.

"1" "2"：(1/2) of Color1 and 2 is reflected.

" " " "：This indicates irregular weft insertion,

and nothing is reflected.

・For the blank, input 0.

・For the dobby specification, the values are

not reflected unless the pattern step number

is a multiple of the input.

With 1/2, the pattern step number should be

a multiple of 3.

Explanation of calculation values

[Yarn Speed]

This value is calculated from the width and

the rpm.It is used as a reference value that

indicates difficulty of weft insertion.

[Turns per pick], [Measuring Pulley],

[Measuring Roller], [Band Scale]

These values are calculated from the width

and the remaining yarn and [Elasticity

Coefficient] on the EDP and BLD setting

screens.

For adjustment of EDP measurement, refer

to Section 5.3 "Electric Drum for

Measurement".

For adjustment of BLD measurement, refer

to Section 5.2 "Blower-less Measuring

Device".

For measurement of the gripper, ABS, etc.,

refer to Subsection [5] "Gripper

Adjustment" of Section 5.1 "Weft Inserting

Motion" and later.
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[2.3] [Signal Lamp Setting]

This is a screen for change of allocation of the messages

and signal lamp colors and manual operation.

The [Setting] screen is a screen to set allocation of signal

lamp colors.

The first four items on the left are the signal lamp colors,

whose order is the same as that of the signal lamps from

the top.

The item on the right is the factor message that is

displayed on the panel.

The signal lamp colors when this message is displayed

can be set.

Every time you press a signal lamp color, it is switched

on ⇒ blinking ⇒ off.

Multiple colors can be lit on or made blink.

When you press ON, the setting is reflected to control

and the signal lamp color allocation is changed.

Transfer to a USB with [Ext] includes switching of

signal lamps, allowing the changed signal lamp colors to

be allocated in other machines.

The following are exceptional items.

[DECLARE]

For the first seven messages of DECLARE, the

allocation of the Declare icons on the following Operator

screen is applied.For the first three messages of

DECLARE (User Define 1, 2, 3), the messages can be

also changed.When you touch the message part, an

alphabetical input keyboard is displayed.The message

when the Declare icon is pressed is also changed into the

input text, however, only alphabetical characters can be

input.

[STOP]

When this is set, the lamp is always lit (blinks) while the

machine is stopped.As default, the lamp is lit in yellow.

[RUN]

When this is set, the lamp is always lit (blinks) while the

machine is running.As default, the lamp blinks in red.

Blinking set in [RUN] is high-speed blinking that occurs

once every one pick.However, the lamp does not blink

when the feeler is not detected.During trial run (empty

run), low-speed blinking in red occurs with a message

that indicates that the feeler is not used.
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The [Manual] screen is a screen for manual operation of

signal lamp colors.

When you select any of All OFF, All ON, and ALL

FLASH and press the OK switch, the selected operation

is applied.

With ALL FLASH, all the signal lamps blink at a high

speed.

When you press the selected item again to turn off the

color that indicates selection and press the OK switch,

the screen returns to the original state.

The OK switch should be pressed to prevent erroneous

operation. If any of the items is selected, the signal lamp

icon is changed as shown below.
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[2.4] [Special Function - Adjustment Assist］

(1) Adjustment monitor

The adjustment monitor is shown at left.

The time from when the Start SW is pressed until

when the Stop SW is pressed is accumulated.

When the Start SW is lighting as shown above, it

indicates that the adjustment monitor is accumu-

lating time.

The history graph of stops that occurred after

starting the adjustment monitor is displayed in the

lower row.

Up to 250 stops are displayed. (The graph covers

approximately wo days in the case of five stops

per hour.)

When you touch any point where a stop occurs,

the following history of operations at stop appears

as in the case of the monitor screen.
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(2) Weft error adjustment assist

Press the Monitor Stopping

SW to switch to the Monitor

Running SW.

Monitoring is started and the

start time and the accumulated

time are updated.

Count up the causes of errors on the error

cause selection screen in Operator at

occurrence of weft errors.

Records the accumulated data.

Select a log number on the following

window.

This page is to display recorded data as

shown at left. Check that the number of

error causes is decreased after adjustment.
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[2.5] [Special Function - Monitoring］

This screen is for setting the monitoring function to

maintain the efficiency and the weaving quality.

(1) This screen is used to monitor the efficiency and

the stop rate to issue a warning (stop, start lock) if

they fall out of range.

Efficiency monitoring should be disabled during

gating or adjustment. Therefore, the monitoring

function is enabled when the following conditions

are satisfied:

・The current status is "Operating"

・The run time exceeds the set warning start time.

・OFF" is not set in the Supervise area.

On the screen shown at left, the current status is "

Operating", and the run time of 22 hours 35

minutes exceeds 12 hours. In this case, the

monitoring function is enabled.

In addition, the weft stop rate exceeds the set

value, and Warning is set. Therefore, the

message "Monitoring warning: weft stop rate" is

displayed, and the color of the icon turns to the

warning color.

The efficiency monitor covering the past 24 hours

from the current time (not including the power

OFF time) is adopted for monitoring.

When you press the Clear SW at the lower right,

the 24-hour monitor will be initialized, and the

warning will be released.

The monitor is cleared as well when the current

status is changed to "Operating" from "

Suspending", and the run time restarts from 0

minute.

Note that the 24-hour monitor is also displayed on

the other screens such as the operator screen and

the info screen. Therefore, it is recommended to

set OFF in the Supervise area, remove the cause,

and set Warning or Start Lock again after the stop

rate or the efficiency is recovered.
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Start failure:An error stop is counted up as a start

failure that occurred within the

designated number of picks after

start.

The judgment pick value set here is

used for the start failure on the shift

monitor.

(2) Warp status monitoring

This screen is used to monitor the speed status at

start and stop to issue a warning (stop, start lock)

if it is out of range.

The monitoring setting relating to the warp

tension is not displayed because fluctuation may

be normal depending on cloth and setting.

Delta speed：The ratio of the number of rotations

(current value) observed 1 pick

after start to the set number of

rotations (target value) is moni-

tored.

Star speed：The ratio of the number of rotations

(current value) observed 2 picks

after start to the set number of

rotations (target value) is monitored.

Brake accuracy：The difference between the

actual stop anle and the target

value is monitored. The current

value indicates the difference to

the target value (brake start

angle - stop angle)

If you find any problem with the start speed (delta

or star), refer to Section 1.1.4 "Belt Tension" to

check for any abnormality.

For the SC inverter specification, refer to Section

1.1.6 "Setting the SC Inverter" to check the

setting of the pulley diameter, acceleration speed,

and upper limit speed.

If you find any problem with the brake accuracy,

refer to Subsection M.2 [2] "Adjusting the Brake"

to check for any abnormality.

Note that the speed values may be out of

monitoring range even if the motor or the brake is

normal in the case of a cloth to which an

unbalanced load is applied.
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(3) Maintenance

This screen is for monitoring the maintenance

cycles of the main machine parts.

The first maintenance cycles after production start

are displayed in the Replacement Pick Number

area as shown on the screen at left.

The parts except the LH cutter should be replaced

after the first 60,000,000 picks.

After that, replace the parts after a period of

approximately one year.

The unit of the default value of the maintenance

cycle is 1 million picks, so 60.0 means 60 million

picks.

When you press [days] on top of the screen and

then OK, the maintenance cycle is counted with

the number of days that have passed and oil is

replaced based on it.

As default of the number of days of the

maintenance cycle, one year consists of 365 days.

Refer to Section M.1.3 "Oil Change at 60 Million

Picks (2.5 to 3 Months)".

For details on the lubrication type and procedure

for each part, refer to Section M.3.

For the procedure to replace the LH cutter, etc.,

refer to Section 3.6 "(Weft Cutter)".

For the items set to Warning or Starting

Impossible, when the number of picks (or days)

becomes larger than the monitor setting, a

message like "Supply oil to ****" is displayed

and the color of the icon changes to the warning

color on the left.

When you conduct the following operation to

complete after maintenance, the warning message

disappears and the icon returns to its original

state.

Pressing Yes displays the replacement date, and

clears the current values of the number of picks.
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[2.6] [Special Function - Message］

A list of events that happened in the past, such as

operations, stops, power OFFs, warnings, errors,

failures, is displayed.

(1) Message screen

This screen is for displaying all recorded events,

their dates and codes. When the machine runs

normally, the record of operation starts and

normal stops such as warp breakage and weft

error is displayed.

At error occurrence, check the frequency,

occurrence time, etc., and use the codes for

inquiry.

(2) Trouble screen

This screen displays only errors and failures

among all events.

After taking action to correct the error, check for

any problem.

In addition, errors are individually recorded on

the status screen of the icon per device.
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[2.7] [Special Function - Machine Specification］

This screen is for changing machine specifications and

displaying the total operation history and the program

configuration.

(1) Panel specification screen

This screen displays the current language. The

language selection screen shown at left appears

when pressed.

When you press the language to be changed, the

panel view is automatically switched to the

selected language.

When you select any language using a different

font except English, it takes approximately 20

seconds to switch to the selected language

because the panel is reset as in the case of power

ON to read the font.

(2) Machine specification screen

When you input the password ""３１３４"", the

current machine specification shown at left

appears.

You can change the specification requiring

modification due to the cloth type selected, such

as changing the number of drums or installing a

tucker.

Note that you cannot change the specification

during operation because the power should be

turned OFF and then ON upon completion of the

change.

For details, refer to Section 9.1.6 "Modifications

of Software Specifications".

(3) Machine history screen

The data in the left area is the total history

recorded from the production of the machine.

The power ON time and run time are indicated in

days (d) and hours: minutes.

The number of stops is the number of times that

the machine is stopped during operation.

Therefore, it is equal to the number of operations.
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The data in the right area is the history recorded

from the last time the Clear SW was pressed.

When the Clear SW is not pressed at all, the same

values as those in the total history area shown at

left are displayed in the right area.

Press the Clear SW every time periodic mainte-

nance is performed, and use the values on this

screen to estimate the maintenance cycles.

(4) Program configuration screen

This screen is for displaying the version numbers

of the programs that the machine is equipped

with, and their creation times and dates.

The programs are frequently improved and

updated, so newer versions are displayed when

the delivery date is different.

The specification file differs depending on the

specification, but the programs are compatible

unless the programs are temporarily customized.

Therefore, the same programs can be installed to

each machine.

Serial Number : Indicates the serial number determined at machine production

SPEC : Indicates a specification file created for the machine specification

MAIN BOARD : Indicates the control program in the main CPU board.

PANEL : Indicates the program that determines the display in the panel board.

PANEL FIRMWARE : Indicates the OS program in the panel board.

TOUCH PANEL : Indicates the touch sheet control program

LETOFF : Indicates the let-off and take-up control program.

SCI : Indicates the SC inverter control program
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[2.8] [Special Function - Calculator］

The screen that appears by pressing this icon contains a

standard calculator and the function to convert the

units specific to weaving.

To convert the units, use the display at the center of the

calculator.

Unit conversion of density as an example

Input 100 using the calculator, and press the /inch SW.

Press the /cm SW. Then the value 39.37 appears on the

display of the calculator.

At this time, it means that 100 /inch is equal to 58.858

cfm.

When you press the m3/h SW again, the value 99.

999999.. appears.

This is because a value is rounded off at the least digit

on the display when it cannot be divided.

To change the values for reed drawing-in width and

reed space rate, change the values in the blue boxes,

and press the Execute SW. Then, the calculated values

are displayed respectively in the white boxes.

In this case, the display area of the calculator is not

used.

The data displayed on this calculation screen is not

reflected in the control.

The setting change relating to the yarn count or density

on this screen is not reflected to the setting on the ICS

screen, etc.
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0.3.5 Explanation of Info Screen

① Jet pressure display range

To display the values and graph of the jet pressure below, a pressure sensor should be attached to the nozzle in the

IFC specification.

For the procedure of attaching pressure sensor, refer to Subsection [1] "Attachment of Pressure Sensor" of Section

5.8.

The pointer indicates the current jet

pressure and each bar respectively indicates

the range described below.

Green bar: Range of operation up to

current time

Red bar: Upper limit of range

The jet pressure display change screen

(shown on the right) appears when you

press the screen.
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Indication of the current jet pressure. The

adjustment screen of the nozzle and pump

(shown on the right) on which the jet

pressure is based appears when you press

the value.

The upper part of the graph shows pressure transition: the

horizontal axis indicates the angle and the vertical axis the

pressure value.

The lower part of the graph shows the ON-OFF timings of

the pin, gripper, and ABS.

SAMPLING:The number of picks that received pressure

after starting sampling is displayed.

Max (kgf):The highest and lowest values of the maximum

pressure during sampling are displayed.

Min (kgf):The lowest and highest values of the minimum

pressure during sampling are displayed.

Slope:The lowest and highest values of pressure gradient are

displayed.

The pressure gradient is the gradient of the inclined

line (blue) on the left.

JET ANGLE:Jetting start and end angles are displayed.

When you press Setting, the display change screen relating

to the graph is displayed.

For details, refer to Section 5.8.2 (panel display of IFC).

② Histogram display range of weft sensor
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This histogram shows the detection timing of the weft feeler

and balloon sensor of EDP measurement.

It has the average value in the center.

The lit item is displayed. When you press another item, the

display is changed.

T0 is a switch for the weft yarn release timing, and Tbw for

the release end timing.

In BLD measurement, only the histogram of the feeler is

displayed.

When you press Clear, the accumulated data of the

histogram of the displayed color are cleared.

③ 24H downtime ratio display area

The totalized downtime ratio for 24 hours up to present is displayed.

Power OFF time is not included.

In the case where 8 hours had passed since power ON, the stop ratio is calculated based on the 24 hours including

the 16 hours before power OFF.

The rate of all stops is displayed.

The rate of all stops is displayed.

The rate of all stops is displayed.

The pie graph indicates the allocation of the

downtime ratio. (Yellow = selvage yarn

break, gray = others)

The detail screen of 24-hour monitoring on

the right appears when the 24-hour down-

time ratio display area is touched.

The unit of the stop rate (/hours or /hundred

thousand picks) can be changed on the

screen shown at right.
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④ Warp tension display area

The upper row represents the current warp tension (target tension setting) and the current weaving density.

The graph in the lower row is the transitive graph of the warp tension.

In the warp tension graph, the red line indicates the actual tension. The current value appears at right.

The whole screen shows the date for approximately one minute.

The gray line indicates the set target tension and is arranged at the center of the graph.

When you press any point in the area (1), a keyboard to change the vertical scale (tension) of the graph appears.

As default, one graduation indicates 20 kg.

The values appearing in the area (1) indicate the values for the upper and lower two graduations respectively in

relation to the target.

In the above example, one graduation is set to 10 kg in relation to the target tension (gray line). Therefore, the

values for the upper and the lower two graduations are -20 kg and +20 kg respectively in relation to the target.
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⑤ Number of rotations display area

The upper row represents the current number of revolutions (target number of rotations setting).

The graph in the lower row is the transitive graph of the number of rotations.

In the graph of the number of rotations, the red line indicates the actual number of rotations. The current value

appears at right.

The whole screen shows the data for approximately 11 picks.

The gray line indicates the set target number of rotations and is arranged at the center of the graph.

When you press any point in the area (1), a keyboard to change the vertical scale (the number of rotations) of the

graph appears.

As default, one graduation indicates 50 rpm.

The values appearing in the area (1) indicate the values for the upper and lower two graduations respectively in

relation to the target.

If you find any abnormality in the above simple

graph, you can check and compare the detailed data

of the number of rotations at operation, startup, and

stop on the [Map] – [Motor] – [Value] screen.
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⑥ INFO screen of LWT710 type

The average display screen of the following LWT710-

type weft insertion data can be switched by flicking to the

right.

Flicking to the left returns back to the IFC display.

Even if you press the arrow switch displayed in the center

of the INFO screen, the screen is changed similarly as in

the case of flick operation. However, the arrow switch

remains only for about three seconds after you touch the

screen.

[Sampling number] Displays the screen to set the

average number of picks.

[Clear] Clears the displayed data to

recalculate the average.

[/PICK] Displays the following screen

where data per pick is displayed.

The screen shown at left is the screen where the weft

insertion data on the above-mentioned list screen is

displayed by item.

[All] Displays the weft insertion basic

data (pin, ABS, Tw, etc.) in order

of pattern.

[Balloon] Displays the balloon sensor de-

tecting angle data.

[Refresh] Updates the screen to the latest

values every second.

[Page] Displays the data for 15 picks on

each page. Five pages (for 75

picks) are available.

[Back] Returns back to the average

display screen.
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0.3.6 Explanation of Moni Screen

① Display range of production and estimation

(a) Indication of the style name

(b) Indication of the current lot length / set length and

production ratio.

(c) Indication of the estimated date and time as well as

the required time until the lot length is reached.

(d) Indication of the current cloth length / doffing set

length, and the production ratio.

(e) Indication of the estimated date and time as well as

the required time until doffing.

(f) Indication of the current beam length / prepared set

length, and the consumption ratio.

(g) Indication of the estimated date and time as well as

the required time until warp-out.

The configuration that is applied for the following estimation is displayed when the above blue-colored numerical

value is pressed.

The screen to set Ope-doffing and Ope-warpout appears when the yellow-colored numerical value is pressed.
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The production speed represents the percentage of time and

production. (Calculation with 100% as efficiency)

When OK is pressed after setting the time in the left with

01:30.25, the cloth length that is to be produced in 1 hour

30 minutes 25 seconds is indicated on the right.

When OK is pressed after setting the length on the right

with 50.0 m, the time that is required to produce 50 m of the

cloth is indicated on the left.

Set the estimated efficiency that is applied for calculating

the estimated date and time.

Set the estimated number of rotations that is applied for

calculating the estimated date and time.

The two lines below show the current actual efficiency and

the number of rotations. Reset them when they are

obviously incorrect.

Set the consumption percentage of the beam to cloth only

when the production of the cloth and the consumption of

warp do not match.

Normally set 100% or above because the warp bends in the

cloth.

② Graphs of estimated and actual production

The black solid line represents the production history (past actual measurement), and the blue solid line represents

the estimation of future production.

The data covering the past two weeks and the future two weeks as of the current day is shown, which can be

scrolled by flicking.

The green dotted line indicates the estimation of doffing and the red dotted line indicates the estimation of warp-

out. Each point of intersection with the line of estimated production (blue line) respectively represents the date

and time of doffing and date and time of warp-out.

Pressing displays the Map list screen showing the position of the cloth and stop history.
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③ Shift graph display area

The default values of the graph are displayed as shown above.

The area in the blue frame on the right shows the shift data for the day.

The values at the bottom indicate the efficiency (daily total) and the date.

Each color below indicates the percentage of number.

Red-purple: efficiency, black: all stop rate, blue: warp stop rate, red: weft stop rate, blue (dotted line): target

efficiency.

The number appearing on the right top of the graph indicates the upper limit of the stop rate set per graph.

The percentages appearing on the left of the graph indicate the upper and lower limits of the efficiency and the

benchmark (blue dotted line) that are set per graph.

The graph contains the record of up to 200 shifts, which can be scrolled by flicking except for the shift for the day.

In the case of three shifts, the data for the past 56 days is displayed.

When you press a point in the graph where you want to display the details, the area

turns blue.

When you release the pressed point, the screen of the detailed shift data appears.

The data per shift, daily and weekly aggregations can be switched for display.

When the arrow SWs on both sides at the bottom are pressed, the next previous or

next following shift data (daily or weekly) appears respectively.

You can select [/hours] or [/hundred thousand picks] (a) by switching the Stop rate

unit on the right top.

When the [/1 time] (b) SW appearing at the center is pressed, the SW lights, and

stop time for each time is displayed.
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④ Shift graph setting area

The screen for setting shift schedule appears.

・Five shifts + break shift can be configured.

・It is possible to switch to the daily or weekly setting. Only daily schedule appears as default.

・It is possible to set the schedule for three days (or three weeks) as well as the date for switching.

1. When there is an unused shift among the five shifts + break shift in the upper row, it can be stroke-out and

grayed-out by touching either item of A-E or break.

Eventually, it is deleted on the setting screen and the necessary shifts only that requires entry remain.

Note that the relevant shift is not deleted in the current fields (current schedule).

2. In order to apply the weekly schedule, touch the Week SW to display the following screen.

The shift of a specific day can be copied to Switch (1) in the field Week by pressing the arrow appearing on

the right side of Switch (1).

Change the setting only for the days of the week that require the change.

As shown in the above example, the date numbers in red indicate that they are being changed.
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3． Press the time to be changed in order to display the keyboard and enter the time as designated.

After entering the time and pressing Enter, the entered

numerical value is converted as time and turns red.

Setting is complete after is pressed.

The red letters turn black.

The setting is not reflected in the control until OK is

pressed.

Note that the changed value is lost if you close the screen

during setting.

4. &LNGJ8;The changed schedule is reflected starting with the first shift change at the changing time and date.

&NMLJ;

When a changing time and date is not used, the changing time (1) is automatically displayed as the date of

the day.

The set schedule is applied from the changing time of the day by setting changing time (1).

When you finalize the settings shown above, each schedule is applied starting with a specific shift change as

described below:

Changing time (1): first shift change on February 1st

Changing time (2): first shift change on March 1st

Changing time (3): first shift change on April 1st

The shift data list appears.

When the window is opened, the shifts are sorted in order of the date and time from present.

The data for each shift such as style name, efficiency, downtime ratio, other stops, and start failure is

displayed.

Other stops: The percentage and time of the downtime other than a stop due to yarn break of warp, weft,

or selvage.

Start failure: The number of stops just after starting.

&LNGJ5;A setting can be found on the Map-Monitor-Operation screen so that it is

possible to designate the number of picks after the start of operation as start failure.

&NMLJ;

The data (efficiency, etc.) can be sorted in descending or ascending order by the item name of the data

touched.

When an item on the screen is touched, the detailed shift data that corresponds to the relevant item appears.
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The shift data for the day and the past week is displayed.

The data per shift such as efficiency, production, and the number of stops (warp stop to start failure) is displayed.

When an item on the screen is touched, the detailed shift data that corresponds to the touched item appears.

The screen for setting the item that is to be included in the shift graph is displayed.
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Shift selection: The selected shift is provided on the graph.

When selecting the aggregation in the lowest row, either the

daily (one day aggregation) or weekly (one week aggregation)

can be chosen.

When daily aggregation is selected, the graph per day appears.

When weekly aggregation is selected, the graph per week on

the right appears.

The detail monitor appearing when the graph is pressed shows

the data of the daily aggregation or weekly aggregation as

well.

Graph view: The selected items are shown in the graph.

Number of

downtime:

Set hide or unhide of the bar graph and the maximum number

of downtime.

When the number of stops is set to Display, the set upper limit

value also appears at the right top of the graph.

When the number of stops is displayed, hide the stop rate for

better visibility.

Efficiency: Set hide or unhide of the line graph or the upper and lower

limit of the actual efficiency.

The upper or the lower ratio is the same as the value shown on

the top and bottom left of the graph.

Efficiency

benchmark:

Set hide or unhide of the blue broken line and the efficiency

benchmark.

The benchmark is the same as the value shown on the middle

left of the graph.

Downtime ratio: Hide or unhide the downtime ratio of all stops.

Warp downtime

ratio:

Hide or unhide the warp downtime ratio.

Weft downtime

ratio:

Hide or unhide the weft downtime ratio.

The upper limit of the stop rate above is set common for the

three items.

3D display: The default value is Three Dimension. When it is changed to

Two Dimension, the bar graph display of the stop count is

displayed in two dimensions.

Wide display: The default value is STANDARD. When it is set to WIDE, the

graph width almost doubles, facilitating specification of the

displayed point.

Number of days

to display:

The number of days displayed in the graph is set.

The stop history is shown with the history graphs on the lower

side described in (5).

The default values are 15 days for Shift Graph and three days

for Stop Graph.

Up to 200 shifts (for about 66 days with three shifts) and 350

stops (for about 14 days with one stop per hour) are stored. If

you set a larger number to display, you can refer to the

previous history.

However, change the number of days only when you want to

refer to the history because it takes time to display the data on

the screen with a larger number of days.
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⑤ Downtime history graph display range

The downtime history is displayed in the graph for every four hours, and the date is displayed at the top left of the

graph.

The data for the number of days set at Stop history graph on the graph setting screen is displayed. Flick downward

to scroll the data.

Note that only the limited number of items can be recorded, so not all the data for the set number of days can be

displayed when stop occurs frequently.

When the machine was not run for the successive 14 days or more due to power OFF, etc., the past history does

not appear.

When a point where stop occurred is touched, the following Stop operation history appears.

The above is an example of the following case:

At 19:30:46, weft miss occurred at the 960th pick after starting operation, and then automatic reverse operation

started.

At 19:32:45, manual reverse operation (reversed 110° from 290° to 180°) started to remove error yarn.

At 19:33:37, the Operation SW was pressed to start operation after automatic reverse operation.
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0.3.7 Explanation of Ext Screen

The Ext screen is used to operate and set the interfaces with external equipment.

Some items are displayed in English because a lot of words related to storage devices, address setting, etc. cannot be

translated into multiple languages.

The screen consists of the following three pages:

[Main] This page is used for reading or writing into a USB memory.

[Explorer] This page is used for referring to or deleting files, or changing file names in a USB memory.

[Address setting] This page is used for setting the communication with external interfaces such as loom’s IP address,

etc.
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[1] [Main]: Explanation of Reading or Writing into a USB

Memory
To read or write data into a USB memory, unlock the key and insert a USB memory.

Open the front cover below the panel and insert a USB

memory into the USB connector provided at the left top.

The SW to read or write data into a USB

memory appears.

If the SW does not appear, check that the

unlock icon shown at right appears and that a

USB memory is inserted.

Then, replace the USB memory, and turn OFF

and then ON the power.
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① Writing and reading setting values

①-1 Writing all the setting values into a USB memory

Press [All] and then .

The screen switches to a file reference screen of the USB

memory, and the following operation SW appears.

The default value of the file name is main.cgi as shown

above.

To change the file name, use the full keyboard appearing

below the operation SW to type in your desired file name.

Press the SW to start writing. At this time, if the

same file name already exists in the USB memory, a

message to confirm overwrite appears.

Press OK to start writing.

The above window message appears, and writing is

completed.

Press close.
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①-2 Reading all the setting values from a USB memory

Press [All] and then .

The screen switches to a file reference screen of the USB

memory, and the following operation SW appears.

Select a setting value file to be read (press a file name). Then,

the selected file turns blue as shown above, and the selected

file name is entered in the file name box.

Press the SW to start reading.

The above window message appears, and reading is

completed.

Press Close.
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Data cannot be read from a USB memory in some cases

because the settings are sent to equipment or the setting

values need to be confirmed.

If data reading was unsuccessful (data could not be read), the

corresponding items turn red as shown at left to indicate that

data could not be read.

The following show the reasons for unsuccessful reading:

(1) Settings to be read are not compatible with your

machine specification.

・The drum specification (EDP measurement to

BLD specification)

・The density specification (density setting screen

type) is different

Therefore, basically read the same settings as your

machine specification.

(2) Data is damaged.

If restored original data cannot be read properly

・Replace the USB memory

・Restore the damaged data on another machine.

(3) Proper communication with each device is not

established

When data cannot be read properly even after

turning OFF and then ON the power

Refer to the detailed procedure of a message

appearing on your machine such as communication

error, etc., to perform restoration.
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①-3 Individually writing or reading setting values into a USB memory

Touch an item to be selected, and finalize the setting

values to be written or read.

Then, follow the writing procedure described in (1)-1 or

the reading procedure described in (1)-2.

You can select multiple items.

You can select the following items.

&LNGJ5;The colors of the following selection items

correspond to the colors of the icons on the Map screen.

&NMLJ;

However, note that:

・The setting related to weft insertion timing on the

monitor screen corresponds to weft.

・For the setting related to shedding, leveling corresponds

to stop mark, and electronic shedding corresponds to

equipment.

・The setting on the yarn end screen corresponds to

equipment for the glass specification.

ICS setting values

Adjustment values (machine) and moni-

tor setting values

Setting values related to weft insertion

Setting values related to warp tension

and the dropper

Setting values related to stop marks

Setting values related to weaving

patterns

Shift setting values on the monitor

screen

Setting values related to the signal

lamps

Setting values related to each optional

device
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② Writing or reading data for special operations

Touch an item to be selected, and finalize the setting values to be written or read.

Then, follow the writing procedure described in (1)-1 or the reading procedure

described in (1)-2.

You cannot select multiple items.

Use these items for the following cases.

②-1 Full backup

This is a SW to write or read all the setting values, monitor values, and status

values of the machine.

This SW is used to replace the program or the main CPU board.

Save all the machine data in a USB memory with the operation in (1) before

replacemen,

restore all the machine data with the operation in (2) after replacement.

※Keep in mind that, if you read data in operation (2) from another machine

by touching, the data such as cloth length and monitor values will be also

copied.

Be sure to read data only from the same machine and use this item for the

purpose mentioned above.

②-2 Machine specification file

This is a SW to read data when the machine specification is changed.

This SW is used to add options such as TAPO, electric leno, etc.

The name of a machine specification file is either KJ**** or JB****.

Read data into the machine with the operation in (3).

The message "Power on the machine again" appears.

Turn ON the machine power. Then, the specification of the machine changes

to that of the machine where data was read.

②-3 TMS

This is a SW to collect data into a USB memory and read the data on a

personal computer for monitor aggregation if the communication between

the machine and a personal computer cannot be established, or any

abnormality is found with the communication for the TMS or FACT

specification.

When you touch with the operation in (4), a screen to write data into a

USB memory appears.

The default value of a file name is TMS + machine name.

When you touch the SW, data is saved in a USB memory.
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③ Writing a program

The control or display program may need to be written due to machine specification

change, request, or error correction.

In most cases, writing is needed at main (main CPU board program) and panel

(display board program).

Main program: A file name is vL****.

Panel program: A file name is PW****.

After selecting an item, touch and select a file.

Touching starts program writing.

In the case of Main, the status window as shown below appears.

Upon completion of writing, the following window appears.

Turning OFF and then ON the power runs the written program.

In the case of Panel, the message “Updating…” flashes.

Upon completion of writing, the message “Completed” appears. Press OK.

In the case of panel program writing, you do not need to turn OFF and then ON the

power.
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To check whether the written program is applied, check the item numbers on the Map-Modify-Version Info screen

shown below.

Notes for program writing:

※ When writing a program into a new main board purchased as a spare, etc.

Follow the procedure described in Section 9.1.1 [6.2] “To install the software to the new CPU board (board

without program)”.

※ Do not turn OFF the power while a program is being written.

If the power is turned OFF while a program is being written, follow the same installation procedure as in the

case of writing a program into a new board mentioned above.

※ When writing a main program, be sure to save the data using full backup mentioned in (2).

Upon completion of writing a main program, turn OFF and then ON the power to return all the setting values

and status values to their default values.

Reading the full backup data after writing returns to the original state.

In the case of panel program writing, you do not need to save data.

※ When writing a program or specification file due to modification, follow the procedure below:

①Save the data using full backup.

②Write a main program.

③Turn OFF and then ON the power, and read the data saved by full backup.

④When the message “Power OFF” appears, turn OFF and then ON the power.

⑤Write a machine specification file.

⑥Turn OFF and then ON the power, and write a panel program.

※ In the case of writing a program other than the main and panel programs

For the standard modification, you do not need to write a program other than the main and panel programs

such as let-off or SCI (individual inverter), etc.

Work inside the control box is required. Therefore, a work procedure will be provided separately when we

ask you to do the work.

After power off, wait for 10 seconds or more before power on again.
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[2] [Explorer]: Explanation of File Operation in a USB Memory

The files in a USB memory are listed on the left side of the

[Explorer] screen.

The following operations are available on the screen shown

at left.

① Folder movement

When a folder exists in a USB memory, it appears at

the top.

When you touch this once, the files in the selected

folder appear.

When you touch the folder icon at the top, the upper

folder appears again.

② File deletion

When you select a file, delete file and change file name

appear.

When you touch delete file, a confirmation screen

appears. When you press OK, the file will be deleted.

③ File name change

When you touch change file name after selecting a file,

the file name change screen appears.

Press the F4 key on the right side of the panel to display

a full keyboard.

Type in a new file name. Pressing OK changes the file

name.

Do not perform any operation other than the above on the

machine.

The panel inside folder on the right side of the screen is not

currently used.

The SWs are grayed out because

the function for writing into the

memory inside the panel on the

Main screen is not currently

used.
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[3] [Address setting]: Explanation of Setting the

Communication with External Interfaces such as Loom’s IP

Address, etc.

For the FACT or TMS specification, etc., you need to set an independent address for your loom when you want to

establish the communication with external equipment.

Generally, set the machine based on the address table created by WeaveNet (optional) on a personal computer.

The default values on the screen of the machine are as follows.

For a standard case, enter a machine name and a subordinate IP address based on the address

table.

Note that monitoring aggregation is possible on a personal computer by writing TMS into a USB

memory (refer to Special operation for USB) even if the machine is not connected to a network.

In this case, you need to enter a machine name.

The entered machine name appears at the top of the panel. (In the example shown at left, No1 is

entered as the machine name.)

When the local network of a personal computer that is connected to the machine is different from that of the machine,

you need to set a proxy server, etc.

In this case, select detail setting and set the following.

Refer to the instruction manual of WeaveNet for details on the setting method, or ask a network administrator to make

the setting.
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